Modeling with generalized linear model on covid-19: Cases in Indonesia
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Abstract

The ongoing Covid-19 outbreak has made scientists continue to research this Covid-19 case. Most of the research carried out is on the prediction and modeling of Covid-19 data. This study will also discuss Covid-19 data modeling. The model that is widely used is the linear model. However, if the classical assumption of normality is not met, a special method is needed. The method that can overcome this is the generalized linear model (GLM), with the assumption that the data is distributed in an exponential family. The distribution used in this study is the Gaussian, Poisson, and Gamma distribution. Where the three distributions will be compared to get the best model. The variables used in this study were the number of confirmed Covid-19 cases per day and the number of deaths due to Covid-19 per day. This study also aims to see how much influence the confirmation of Covid-19 has on the number of deaths due to Covid-19 per day. By using 3 types of exponential family distribution, the best result is the Gaussian distribution GLM. Selection of the best model using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).
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INTRODUCTION

In 2019-2020 there was an epidemic that attacked the world called covid-19 (coronavirus disease-19). The increase from day to day in the number of patients infected with the Covid-19 virus is already difficult to control. A clear and straightforward plan is needed from the government to tackle this problem [1]. Coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) is an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The virus emerged in China in December 2019. Coronaviruses are a group of viruses from the subfamily Orthocoronavirinae in the Coronaviridae family and the order Nidovirales. This group of viruses can cause disease in birds and mammals, including humans [2]. Since then, the virus has spread rapidly to various regions of the world. As of December 7, 2020, as recorded by WHO, there were 65.8 million confirmed cases of Covid-19 with 1.5 million of them died and Covid-19 has also spread to 220 countries or regions [3]. This Covid case has been declared a pandemic by WHO on March 11, 2020. In Indonesia alone, the number of Covid-19 cases is still increasing every day. As of December 10, 2020, there were 598,933 positive cases with 491,975 recoveries and 18,336 deaths [4].

The Covid-19 outbreak has brought changes to the economic structure of society [5]. The viruses have made many scientists and academics conduct various researches. However, the latter was an observational study without a formal control arm, and data on the time, as symptom onset were not reported. Using antibody-based therapy as early as possible after exposure to maximize their therapeutic effects is similar to the use of anti-hepatitis B virus or rabies immunoglobulin preparations [6]. Research that is often carried out is time series analysis and regression analysis on Covid-19 data. But in fact, in the regression analysis can be found variable y which is not normally distributed
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If we continue to analyze with the assumption of normality, we will get poor analysis results. Therefore, a special analysis is needed to overcome this abnormality, one of which is GLM.

Research on GLM has been conducted also applied to Covid-19 data, as has been done by To et al (2021) on Covid-19 data in Canada and Rath (2020) on Covid-19 data in India [8], [9]. Ratt (2020) concluded that GLM is a good method for modeling and estimating Covid-19 data in India [9]. Therefore, the authors are interested in doing GLM modeling on Covid-19 data in Indonesia with the response variable being the mortality variable and the predictor variable being the confirmed status variable [10]–[18].

Generalized Linear Model (GLM)

GLM is a general form of the Linear Model. In the classical linear model, Y is assumed to be normally distributed with (Y)=μ and variance^2. In GLM, the Y response variable can be distributed other than normal but is included in the exponential family (Exponential Terms). As a transition from the Linear model to the Generalized Linear model, the shape is described through three components [19].

Random Component, namely the observed values of the Y response that are mutually independent of any particular distribution Systematic Component, which is a linear combination of the X variable with parameter denoted by =Xβ[20]. The link between random and Systematic/ link function, which is a function that explains the expected value of the response variable (Y) which connects with the explanatory variables through the equation linear [21].

The three components will determine the model to be used in GLMs. The simplest link function isg(μ) = is called the identity link[22]. When GLM has the simplest connecting function, then the GLM is a linear model with continuous response. Another connecting function will relate nonlinearly to the predictor.

Exponential Distribution Term.

Regression analysis whose response belongs to one of the exponential families is called the Generalized Linear Model or better known as GLM (Generalized Linear Models). Regression model describing the response variable in the form of categorical with the predictor variable [23]. Either categorical or continuous Generalized Linear Models (GLM) extend the usual regression model to include response variables that are not normally distributed and the model functions for mean [24]. GLM is the distribution of responses that has various types, which are included in the Exponential Family. A random variable Y, included in the distribution belonging to the exponential term, if it has the form:

\[ f_y(y; \theta) = \exp[a(y)b(\theta) + c(\theta)] + d(y) \] (1)

In some cases, the functions a, b, c, and d may contain another parameter called Nusian/disturbance. Some types of distribution that are often used in GLM can be described as follows:

Normal / Gaussian Distribution

The normal (or Gaussian) distribution was first described by Carl Friedrich Gauss in 1809 in the context of measurement errors in astronomy. Usually, normal distributions are compared by putting them on the same scale to obtain the standard normal distribution [25]. The form of the probability density function of the random variable Y which has a Normal / Gaussian distribution is

\[ f(y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}\left(\frac{y-\theta}{\sigma}\right)^2\right), \] (2)

\[ f(y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}\left(\frac{y-\theta}{\sigma}\right)^2\right), \] (3)

With

\[ b(\theta) = \frac{\theta}{\sigma^2}, \quad d(y) = \frac{y^2}{2\sigma^2}, \]
\[ c(\theta) = -\frac{1}{2}\log(2\pi\sigma^2) \] (4)
Here is the Nuşian parameter. So,
\[ E[Y] = \theta \] and \[ Var[Y] = \sigma^2 \]

**Poisson distribution**

The random variable \( Y \) which has a Poisson distribution has a probability density function:
\[
f(y) = \frac{\theta^y e^{-\theta}}{y!}, y = 0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots \tag{5}
\]
\[
= \exp[y \log \theta - \theta - \log y!]
\]

In equation 5,
\[
b(\theta) = \log \theta,
c(\theta) = -\theta,
d(y) = -\log y \tag{6}
\]

Therefore \( E[Y] = \theta \) and \( Var [Y] = \theta \)

**Gamma Distribution**

The random variable \( Y \) which has a Gamma distribution has a probability density function.
\[
f(y) = \frac{\theta^y \phi^{\phi-1} e^{-\theta} y^{-\phi}}{\Gamma(\phi)}, y > 0, \tag{7}
\]
\[
f(y) = \exp[-\theta + (\phi - 1) \log y + \phi \log \theta - \log \Gamma(\phi)] \tag{8}
\]

With
\[
b(\theta) = -\theta,
a(y) = y,
c(\theta) = \phi \log \theta - \log \Gamma(\phi),
d(y) = (\phi - 1) \log y \tag{9}
\]

so,
\[
E[Y] = \phi / \theta,
\]
\[
Var[Y] = \phi / \theta^2 \tag{10}
\]

From here \( \sigma \) is the Nuşian parameter

**Characteristics of Exponential Terms**

The exponential distribution terms as discussed above. An exponential function is a function with the basic form \( f(x) = a^x \), where \( a \) (a fixed base that is a real, positive number) is greater than zero and not equal to 1 [26]. Each of them has special characteristics as follows.

1. The Gaussian distribution has the characteristic.

a. Continuous scale with range \(-\infty < y < \infty\)

b. Symmetrical

c. Variance independent of the mean (constant variance)

2. Gamma distribution has the characteristics of

a. Continuous scale with range \( 0 < y < \infty \)

b. Not symmetrical

c. The variance is quadratic with the mean \( = \phi \mu^2 \)

3. The Poisson distribution has the characteristic

a. Discrete scale with range \( 0 \leq y < \infty, y = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \)

b. Not symmetrical

c. The variance is linearly related to the mean \( = \phi \mu \)

4. Bernoulli distribution (Binomial with \( n=1 \)) has the characteristic

a. Discrete scale with binary range \( y=0,1 \)

b. Symmetry depends on the value of \( p \)

**Link Function**

With the distribution of response data that does not always follow the Gaussian distribution, it means that the data range is also not always in the range of all real numbers, for example, the range of positive data is continuous, whole, or binary only. Meanwhile, a linear combination of predictors commonly referred to as linear predictors. \( \eta = \sum_{j=0}^{p} x_j \beta_j \) is open to take any value of any real number. For any reason, we need a function that connects and simultaneously synchronizes the response with a linear predictor. This function is called the link function [27]. Thus, the link function simultaneously serves to maintain linearity so that the predictor remains linear and normality then the span between the linear predictors and \( y \) or \( y \) remains in sync. Among the link functions that can be used, there is a canonical link function, namely the relationship function that occurs when \( b(\theta) = \eta = \sum_{j=0}^{p} \beta_j x_j \) [28]
1. For the binomial distribution, for example, the functions that can be used are:
   a. the logit function, which is the canonical link function i.e.
   \[ \eta = \log \left( \frac{\mu}{1 - \mu} \right) \] (11)
   b. orbit function
   \[ \eta = \Phi^{-1}(\mu) \]
   Where \( \Phi \) is the cumulative function of the Normal distribution, i.e.
   \[ \Phi(x) = \int_{-\infty}^{x} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} z^2 \right) dz \] (12)
   c. log-log complementarity, i.e
   \[ \eta = \log[\log(1 - \mu)] \] (13)

1. For a Gaussian distribution, the canonical link function is the identity \( \mu_i = \eta_i \)
2. For the Gamma distribution of reciprocal canonical link functions
   \[ \log(\mu_i) = \eta_i \] but the log link is also often used \( \log(\mu_i) = \eta_i \)
3. For a Poisson distribution, the canonical link function is \( \log(\mu_i) = \eta_i \)

**Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)**

In selecting the best model, this study uses the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [29]. The model has the smallest AIC value

\[ AIC = -2 \log L + 2P \] (14)

Where: \( \log L \) = the maximum value of the likelihood function of the Cox PH model regression,

\[ P = \text{number of independent variables in the Cox PH regression model} \] [30].

So, by using modeling with a generalized linear model, we aim to make a model on Covid-19 cases in Indonesia.

**METHOD**

The methods that will be used in this research are:
1. Collecting data from the covid19.go.id site
2. Selection of response variables and predictor variables (response variable is the number of patients dying from Covid-19 per day and the predictor variable is the number of confirmed Covid-19 statuses per day)
3. Descriptive statistics
4. Identify a suitable distribution
5. Linearity test
6. GLM modeling with 3 distributions
7. Selection of the best model
8. The estimated value of \( y \) guess

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Descriptive statistics**

From the descriptive statistics table 1, it can be interpreted that the average confirmed Covid-19 patient is 2214 people and the average patient who died is 69 people. The least confirmed number of Covid-19 is 106 people in a day and the most confirmed number of Covid-19 is 6267 people in a day. Meanwhile, the number of patients who died due to Covid-19 was at least 7 people in a day and the number of patients who died from Covid-19 was at most 169 people in a day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Variabe</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Q Quartil</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Q Quartil</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>2214</td>
<td>3737</td>
<td>6267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>69.16</td>
<td>98.00</td>
<td>169.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identification of distribution
Before performing the generalized linear model analysis, it will first identify the distribution of the response variable \( y \). To see the appropriate distribution, a goodness of fit test will be carried out. The goodness of fit test of several distributions is presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>( P )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.715</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>7.163</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>18.758</td>
<td>&lt;0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Parameter Exponential</td>
<td>12.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>2.467</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Parameter Weibull</td>
<td>2.299</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallest Extreme Value</td>
<td>2.954</td>
<td>&lt;0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest Extreme Value</td>
<td>2.923</td>
<td>&lt;0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>3.855</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic</td>
<td>2.140</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-logistic</td>
<td>5.174</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We could see from table 2, for all distributions have a \( p \)-value <0.05 so we reject \( H_0 \) and it can be concluded that the data does not follow one of these distributions.

Linearity Test
This linearity test, it will be done by looking at the scatter plot. With the help of the R program, the following graphic output is obtained:

![Figure 1. Linear plot of data](image)

It can be seen from figure 1, that the data is relatively linear increasing. So it can be concluded that the data meet the assumption of linearity. Furthermore, the data will be analyzed with a generalized linear model.

Generalized Linear Model (GLM)
At this stage, GLM modeling will be carried out on three distributions of the exponential family, namely the Gaussian distribution (see table 3), the Poisson distribution (see table 4), and the Gamma distribution.

a. Gaussian
In GLM, this Gaussian distribution will use the link identity function. With the help of the R program, the following model is obtained:

\[
y = 23.06763 + 0.02082 x \quad (11)
\]

b. Poisson
In this Poisson distribution, GLM will use the link log function. With the help of the R program, the following model is obtained:

\[
y = 3.489 + 0.0002892 x \quad (12)
\]

c. Gamma
In this Gamma distribution, GLM will use the link log function. With the help of the R program, the following model is obtained:

\[
y = 3.3420523 + 0.0003462 x
\]
Table 5. Gamma Output

|        | Std. Error | t-value | Pr(>|t|) |
|--------|------------|---------|----------|
| \(\beta_0\) | 0.0426629  | 78.34   | <0.000001 |
| \(\beta_1\) | 0.0000157  | 22.05   | <0.000001 |

From table 5, the column Pr(>|t|) can be seen that x has a significant effect on the value of y with p-value <0.05

Based on the modeling of the three distributions above, it is found that the x variable has a significant effect on the y variable. However, we need to compare the three models above to get the best model.

Selection of the Best Model

From the three distributions that have been used, the AIC value of each distribution will be sought. The best model is the model of the distribution that has the smallest AIC value. Below is a table of AIC values obtained with the help of the R program (see table 6).

Table 6. AIC .value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>2127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>3246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>2239.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 6, the smallest AIC value is in model 1, namely GLM with a Gaussian distribution with an AIC value of 2127, so the best model is model 1 GLM with a Gaussian distribution.

Estimated Value of y Guessing

After obtaining the best model, then the estimation of the value of y per day will be carried out. By using the Gaussian distribution GLM model, the estimated y value is presented in the appendix.

CONCLUSION

The conclusions obtained from the analysis are as follows: the number of confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Indonesia has a significant influence on the number of deaths due to Covid-19 in Indonesia. After modeling with three distributions and then doing a comparison between the three models, the best model is obtained is a model with a Gaussian distribution with an AIC value of 2127.
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